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Sports recommendations
may improve programs
By Thertsak Sae Tung
Spectator Sports Editor

In 1980 Seattle University decided to
de-emphasize intercollegiate sports by
competing in the NAIA. At the same
time the intramural programs was developed and improved because the
university wanted more student involvement.

Subsequently, SU's intercollegiate
sportsprogram hasbeen on the short end
of the winning percentage. In 1984-85
the winning percentage ofall sport teams
was 39 percent. Last year it fell to 25
percent.
Last fall William J. Sullivan, S.J.,

SUpresident,appointed a 14-person task
force to review the status of university
sports.

Asaresult the task force has proposed
19 recommendations to improve the
university's sports department.
The most important recommendation
suggested SU should try to strengthen
the current intercollegiate sports
basketball, soccer and tennis, said Jeremy
Stringer, vice president of student life
and chairman of the task force.
Stringer said the university has

-
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Donna DeWald puts up a jumperduring the Lady Chiefs' 71-62 play-

off win against Simon-Fraser.(For details, see page 14) The women advanced to NAIADistrict Ifinals. Game one of thebest of three series is
tonight at UPS.

approved sailing as an intercollegiate
sport. However, sailing will still be
classified as a club sport because SU
does not have a coordinator to run sailing
asan intercollegiate event.
If sailing competes intercollegialcly
the team members will have to satisfy
the university'srequirement above 2.0
cumulative GPA and taking at least 12
credits per quarter.
David Knowles,associate professor of
business and amember of the task force,
agrees with Stringer. However, Knowles
felt recommendations number nine and
17 deserve to be highlighted.
The ninth recommendation proposed
the university to "establish and maintain
aggressive efforts to provide academic
support systems for all intercollegiate
athletes." Knowles likes this idea because a student-athlete will thrive in
school if he/she is provided with a
"positive academic climate.
Recommendation 17 suggests hiring
an experienced director of university
sports. Knowles agrees with the idea.
"I think that Dr. Mcnningcr (the
previous director of university sports) did
not get along with the university system
(continued onpage 16)
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Sullivan explains the tuition increase
By Angie Babcock
Spectator Assistant Managing Editor

"Where does the 12 percentgo?"
That'sone of the questionsconcerning
the proposed tuition hike Seattle
University President William J. Sullivan, S.J., asked and addressed at an
open forum for students last week.
"The way we arrived at this $166
figure or 12.19 is looking at the various
elements that we think wehave to do for
next year's budget," he said. "Trying to
make a determination what the enrollment at the university will be next year
and then trying to decide how you can
put all those piecestogether."
Ifenrollment remains steady next year
the 12 percent increase will produce
approximately $2.6 million, Sullivan
said.
In outlining the $2.6 million budget
Sullivan said $700,000 will go to the
new buildings which is approximately
27 percent of the total revenue.
Sullivanalso said faculty willreceive
a 5 percent increase in compensation,
salaries andbenefits and staff will receive
a 2.5 percent increase. Salary increases
constitute 27 percent of the total
revenue.
Financial aid willalso receive a boost
of 15 percent, he said. This accounts for
$390,000 or 16 percent of the total $2.6
million.
Capital improvements, which were
not included in the 86-87 budget, are
included in this budget. This fund is
designed to provide some coverage for
projects such as the bookstore renovation and receives 12 percent of the

total or $300,000.
Eleven percent, or $285,000, goes to
academics. For next year this includes
the incorporating of the new core
curriculum.
Inflationary increases in non-salary
items such as pens, pencils and paper
make up three percent, or $73,000.
The remaining S percent, Sullivan
said, includes the recommendations to
expand the library hours and to offer
some sort of financial aid for sports other
than basketball as suggested by the
sports program task force.
Sullivan also said housing costs will
increase by 3.S percent and board will
remain at the 86-87 level.
Some students expressed concern
about the cost of the new Engineering
and Computer Science building and Arts
and Sciences Faculty Office building.
The money for the buildings, Sullivan
said,came from two areas.
The total cost of the buildings is $16
million. About $11.2 million will
come from the total $26 million raised
through the university'scapital campaign
last year.The university then received an
anonymous donation of $4.5 million to
be put towards the faculty office
building. The remaining money was
achieved through tax exemptborrowing.
"The major pieceof this impact on the
budget this year is the fact thatonce you
actually spend the money then your
debt service comes on line," Sullivan
said.
"The increase in debt service because
of the two new buildings from the
money that we borrowed is about
(continued from page two)

...

Approximately 50 students gathered last week to listen and ask
questions concerning the 87-88 budget which includes a 12 percent
tuitionincrease.
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Trustees are Jesuits and businessmen
...

By Andrea Soulier
SpectatorReporter

Every year at this time Seattle University students struggle with the latest
tuition hike and every year the
organization that helps make that hike
possible floats from obscurity.

The organization is the board of
from the
SU community or other Jesuit universities and someof the more eminent businessmen in the Pacific Northwest.
Among the members are Robert D.
O'Brien, chairman; William J. Sullivan,
S.J., ex officio; and James Pigott, vice
trustees, a gathering of Jesuits

Faculty opinions differ
on proposed tuition hike
By Mike Ligot
Spectator Reporter

One is not for it, another one is and
another is somewhere inbetween.
This is the reaction of three Seattle
University professors to President William J. Sullivan's, S.J., proposed 12
percent tuition raise for the 1987-88
academic year.
George Kunz,associate professor of
the psychology department, thinks the
increase is toohigh.
Emmett Carroll,S.J.,chairman of the
English department, supports the
increase, saying "tuition is the major
source for funding the university."
Paul Milan, associate professor of
foreign languages, feels "ambiguous"
about theraise.
All three faculty members understand
the need for anincrease in university rev<
enue.
From an institutional standpoint "a

tuition increase is necessary," Milan
said. An increase in faculty salaries and
resources for various programs were
reasons he gave for the increase.
Carroll, who is on the board of
trustees, gave the example of the task
force reviewing the intramural andintercollegiate sports program's wish to increase funding for them as a need for the
increase.

"Regrettably, students have to pay a
major portion for costs," Carroll said.
Kunz is not involved with the part of
the university that makes these decisions. However, he feels that a "12
percent tuitionraise seems toomuch.
"If that's the only way to raise salaries,something's wrong," headded.
He cited the American Bishop's letter
on the economy recently published,
which emphasized giving more to the
poor. "SU is not responding to that
letter. It's hard for us to justify wanting
more and more and more."
Milan said "SU seems to manage its
resources well." However, he did cite
three things he would like to see the
university provide with the increase in
tuition. These things were quality
academics, good facilities (such as the
two new buildings currently being
constructed on campus) and the quality of
student life.
The first and third of these items, he
felt, were responsibilities for the university to provide, although, due to the
large percentage of transfer students,
there is a lesser sense of community
which could harm the latter.
Milan feels financial aid should be
increased. He noted a lot of students
work to attend the university, and that a
"good financial aid package" would
"balance theeffect on enrollment."

chairman.
The board is involved in three main
areas concerning SU, Pigott said.
"The trustees play an important part
assisting the administration primarily in
the area of budgeting, financial considerations and financing, such as when the
university is going to make a major

capital acquisition like buy a piece of
property or a building."
Major appointments by administration
are areas approved by the board. Key
positions in administration as well as
some faculty appointments must pass
through the trustees.
The third area theboard is involved in

...

"The trustees play an important part assisting the
administration primarily in the area of budgeting
financial considerations and financing." —James
Pigott, vice chairman SU Board of Trustees.

-

is student life and university affairs the
university's interface with the community.
Does student opinion makea difference?
"Sure it does," Pigott said. "However,
while a few students feel that one way is
correct
another group may feel
differently. The trick is to work out a
composite position. The trustees listen
but may not appear to listen because the
decision doesn't line up exactly with the
way each student thinks."
The board meets five times a year and
the December meeting is when student
opinion has a voice. "Every year at the
December meeting the board invites at
least two, sometimes three, student leaders
to sit in the board meeting and make
presentations," Pigott said. "They get a
chance to tell theboard what they feel the
important subjects are at the student level.

...

...

That is one of the ways we get to hear
what the students think."
Made up of 25 members, the trustees
were primarily Jesuitsbut "not any more.
There are in the bylaws provisions for the
constituency on the board but it (the
board) was changed several yearsago from
today
almost entirely Jesuit to
approximately 50percentlay."
Is working with Jesuits like working
with theaverage Seattle businessman?
"These men (Jesuits) are first and
foremost educators and clerics but they are
also people who have brought the'vision'
and experience,"Pigott said. "While they
might be clerics they alsohave leadership
and administrative qualities."
On Feb. 27 the board will meet with
Sullivan to examine his newest budget
proposal.

...

...

Tuition hike explained
to questioning students
(continuedfrom page one)
$600,000 and about $100,000 is for the

operating of the buildings."
Another question from students
involved aconcern about qualifying and
receiving financial aid.
"There arc two types of students that
have really been hurt in the last seven
years of the present (Reagan) administration," he said. "One of which are the
borderline students who don't quite
qualify for need-based aidand the others
are the deep-need students because the
most radical cuts made by the Reagan
administration infinancial aid havebeen
in thereal deep-needstudents,in the Pell
Grant students."
The $390,000 put into financial aid
next year will be "roughly spread the
same way it was this year between
SeattleU money that goes to need-based
and scholarships," he said.
Sullivan encouraged students to apply
for financial aidbefore deciding whether
or not to remain at SU.
"The tuition of the university is of
course the major driving force of the
university," Sullivan stated. "But Ithink
it's important to recognize that even this
tuition of $7470 lhat we're talkingabout

for next year represents just about 2/3 of
the money that you have to educate each
individual student."
The amount of tuitionin the budget is
approximately $24.2 million. Grants
and scholarships make up about $4.7
million and the rest, $19.5 million,
comes out of the students pockets,
according to Sullivan.
He said thebasic cost of operating the
university excludingauxiliary items .mjcli
as residence halls is $28.9 million.
Sullivan said each student costs about
$9,150. The university, he added, needs
to raise $2,980 per student after tuition
is paid to meet this cost.
Endowment covers about $600 per
student, gifts to the university add about
$370 and about $1500 is obtained from
grants. The total raised is $2400, leaving
aremainder of $580.
Some students also expressed concern
of the lack of communication between
the administration and the students. It
was suggested by one student to open
what some students refer to as a gap
between the two groups by perhaps
publishing the budget either in the
Spectator or by another means.

Notice

The Spectator is now accepting applications for staff
positions for spring quarter. Ifinterested, please contact
John teehan at 626-6850.
William J. Sullivan, S.J., university president, explains the general breakdown of expeditures in the 87-88 budget to students last
week.
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Talent, door prizes offered

Car prowler
hit by auto
while fleeing

Variety show set for Friday
By Steve Giuntoli
SpectatorReporter

Performers from Seattle University
and the community will have a chance to
display their talentand compete for four
$75 prizes at a variety show Friday at
7:30 p.m. in Pigott Auditorium.
The family-oriented variety show is
sponsored by the ASSU to benefit the
SU child development center's playground fund.
Kathy Cook, center director, is in
charge of the variety show and has
booked 24 acts.
The majority of the talent acts for the
show willbe from SU but the program
is open to thelocal community.
Acts scheduled to compete include 12
musicals, six dance routines, the
Scottish Highland Bagpipes and
Highland Dancers, the Dixie Rats Jazz
Band, the Spectrum Juggling Ensemble,

the Stairwell Blues Band, a lyrical
juggler,comedy skits, anairband and lip
syncs.
Guest judges for the competition will
be Eugene Robinson from the Seahawks,
Tim Hunter from KLSYradio and Billie
Young, the administrator of the Department of HumanResources.
ASSU will award a $75 prize for the
top act in each of the four categories,
including vocal and instrumental music,
comedy,dance and variety.
The variety category will include such
acts as magic, storytelling,juggling and
acrobatics.
Andy Thon, S.J., will be the master
of ceremonies, who will also supervise
drawings for the door prizes. Between
acts, children will draw numbers for the
prizes. Door prizes will be awarded to
almost everyone in the audience, according to Cook.

A special appearanceby McGruff the
Crime Dog will be amusement for the
children.
Cook said, "We have really worked on
getting anicebalance. I
think it will be
an extremely entertaining evening for
students,parentsand kids."
The show is notonly a fund-raiser but
a publicity campaign. The child development center wants Seattle to realize
SU provides child care services to the
entire community.
If the show is sold out and donations
continue the center plans to earn about
$1,500 in proceeds.
Tickets are available at the ASSU
office, the child development center and
Campion Hall. Admission is $3 per
person or $12 maximum per family.
ASSU will award T-shirts as an
incentive for those who sell at least 10
tickets.

SU hazardous chemicals discussed
By Mike Ligot
Spectator Reporter

Some chemicals are relatively harmless. Others, mistaken for furniture
polish, can end up stripping the finish
off aLemieux Library table.
The problem is determining whether a
certain chemical is dangerous, and if so,
is it lurking about in something that is
frequentlyused?
Seattle University last week organized

several hazardous communication presentations to educate faculty, staff and
students about hazardous chemicals
commonly used at the university. The
sessions also focused on emergency
procedures.

The presentations followed a warning
SU received for not complying with a
state law requiring an understanding of
dangerous substances by employees.
The state law, put into effect in June
of last year, known as the worker

Women's room 'rarely' open;
program to be restructured
By Stacia A.M. Green
Spectator Reporter

It is aroom with a view. A room with

books, a desk, chairs and carpet. It is a
room with resources and space to give.

The door islocked.
The women's resource room is rarely
open. With no current coordinator the
women's resource room is in a restructuring phase.
Connie Montgomery, director of the
campus assistance center and advisor to
the women's resource room, is in the
process of evaluating and looking at new
avenues the program may take.
Montgomery, with help from William
Grace and Tim Leary of the student
leadership office, is hoping to change the
image of the women's resource room.
"I would like to see it as a meeting
place," Montgomery said, "and have it
open for drop-ins."
Both Montgomery and Lcary would
like the room as a nurturing and supportiveplacefor women students.
"The mission of Seattle University is
to help create a just world," Montgomery
said. "What about women?"
Montgomery hopes the room and its
resources will help women raise the
question of what we are doing and
recognize issues for the women of the
1980s.
Equality, jobs, feminism of poverty,
single-parenting, intimacy, balancing a
career and family and women in
leadership arc some issues that Montgomery would like addressed by the
resource room. To get the room back

on its feet, Montgomery has a big task
in front of her. "The program is not
defined by a budget,"Montgomery said.
The program docs not have a specific
budget and money for its support comes
from a general ASSU fund, according to
Leary. There is money for a
15-hour-a-weck work studyposition.
"I want to call other schools of
comparable size and check into their
womens programming," Montgomery
said.
Montgomery would like to have
faculty and staff as well as students
supporting and using the room.
The women's resource room has not
been utilized, according to Montgomery. "Good ideabut not high usage."
Weekly brown bag luncheons, major
draw programming, suchas the author of
"Women Who Love too Much," and
smaller programming, like resume
writing, are possible of the new women's resource room. But many students
don't even know the room or its
resources exist.
Accessibility to the room is a
problem. Located on the second floor of
the student union building, it is not
accessible to wheelchairs and doesn't
have a lot of visibility.
After a survey given in the fall of
1985, the women's resource room was
started with help from the student
leadershipoffice.
Since its creation the room has had
several coordinators. The position
usually is filled by an undergraduate
student. Kathy Roy, coordinator last
fall, resigned afterone quarter.

"Right to Know" law, requires
employers to present a "program to alert
employees and students to hazardous
chemicals in the workplace," according
to Joe Sommer, director of physical
plant services.
Sommcr said in early December a
"surprise" visit by an inspector from the
stateDepartmentofLabor andIndustries,
originally dispatched to look at the
university's asbestos control program,
resulted in thediscovery that SU had not
complied with thelaw.
The "Right to Know" law requires a
four-step process for compliance.
First, an inventory of all potentially
dangerous chemicals must be taken.
Second, a Material Safety Data Sheet
(MSDS) must be filed for each substance. The forms will be filed with
safety and security.
Third, a hazardous communication
program must be implemented.
Fourth, the institution must set up a
sort of notification system regarding the
reporting of the disposal of hazardous
waste andany accidents.
Sommer feels the program is necessary in order to insure the safety of
persons working with chemicals. "There
is a terriffic amount of potential danger
for people who aren't hcads-up," he said.
Hementioned anincident at SUover a
year ago when a non-English-speaking
custodian mistook a "harsh" cleaner for
furniture polish and applied it to a table
in the library, which ended up having to
be refinished. He also mentioned a
cyanide poisoning at a manufacturing
plant in Chicago that killed a few immigrant workers.
Sommer stressed "common sense" and
knowledge when using hazardous substances.

SU has until March 7 to comply with
the law. Sommcr thinks the process
should be complete by then but said
there is still a lot more work to dobefore
then. About half of the MSDS forms
have been completed to date, he said.
Departments most likely to work with
hazardous substances are the journalism,
fine arts, chemistry, civil engineering
and biology departments. Custodians,
food service workers, print shop workers,
safety and security workers and physical
plant workers may be working with
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By Kurt Moore
Spectator Reporter

An old adage says "a man who lives
by the sword, dies by the sword." In the
caseofoneunfortunate prowler last week
"one who breaks into cars will be
stoppedby cars."
The prowler was one of two men
arrested last week by Seattle police
officers after they were spotted prowling
through parked cars in Campion parking
lot, said Brion Schuman, crime prevention officer.
One suspect (names were notreleased)
was hit by a car traveling eastbound on
Cherry Street between 11th and 12th
around 11 p.m., after he fled from the
officers. The man was thrown about 20
feet but was not seriously injuried, said
Schuman.
"The men were in the process of auto
prowling and when thepolice arrivedone
of them took off running," he said.
The thieves had brokeninto a couple
ofcars in Campion parking lot and were
carrying a "whole bag of things," added
Schuman. There were also reports the
men had also broken into other vehicles
away from campus.
SU safety and security officers are able
to do more patroling due to new
procedures and rules. "This new procedure is making a big difference," said
Schuman.
He was unable lo give information
about the new procedures for safety
reasons. "It's theresult of more aggressive patrol receivers."

FAITH BAPTIST CHAPEL
1710 11th Aye.
322-7474
Sunday Services 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
7:30 p.m.
Bruce Johnson,Pastor
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Unused SUB basement Fostering leadership main
open for student ideas goal for Grace, Leary
4

"Other priorities, such as the focus on

ly Kurt A. Moore
ipectatorReporter

ASSU, are not letting us get the board

The Student Union basement painted
nn "Seattle University red" for the floor
and dark brown for the ceiling contrasts
its newlyremodeled upstairs.
While the space houses the markmanship club, the Spectator and SU
general services offices, the area is
largely deserted and unused.
When the north end of the Student
Union basement is vacated next fall
students will have a say about what will
replace the general services offices.
William Grace, director of student
leadership, would like to form a board
consisting of students, faculty and staff
to decide the., future occupancy of the
Student Unionbasement.
Some student suggestions for using
the basement include more studying
space, a game room, office space for
clubs and organizations, more room
added to thejournalism departmentand a
theater,Grace said.
"The area is very small and limited. It
willbe a difficult decision to make anda
board should decide the outcome," Grace
said. Grace hopes the board will be
mostly students because they are the
ones who would useit.
"Students valuea connection with the
school so they arc theones who should
make the decision," Grace said.
"We need representatives for the different students, like the full time students, the ones wholiveon campus,day
and night students. We need to have
student reaction." he said.

off the ground," said Grace. "The board
needs to be shaped over this quarter in
order to get the project started." He said
if theboard makes a decision soon the
project will hopefully be finished by
next fall.

Commuter
kitchen goes
unnoticed
By Kurt A.Moore
Spectator Reporter

One area that seems to go unnoticed in
the remodeled Student Union Building is
the commuter kitchen.
William Grace, director of student
leadership, is concerned the kitchen is
being underused.
"We are hoping that students will use
the kitchen more often," Grace said.
Headded itwas a great opportunity for
commuting students to bring their own
food and fixit in the kitchen.
Grace and Jeremy Stringer, vice
president for student life,proposed the
idea of the commuter kitchen and hopes
that it will be beneficial to the students.
The new commuter kitchen is located
on the right side of the main flooras one
enters theStudent Union Building.
The commuter kitchen is equipped
with two microwaves, a sink, a cutting
board and shelf space.

By Susan Kendall
Spectator Reporter

When most people look at a leader
they admire they ask themselves, "What
makes them aleader? Whatdo they have
don'thave?"
thatI
William Grace, director of student
leadership, would reply, "Nothing."
"Leaders are made not born," emphasized Grace, expressing the office of
student leadership'sprogram philosophy.
The leadership program, Grace said,
fosters a student's leadershipdevelopment
through education,practical experience
and leadership recognition.
Tim Leary, assistant director of
student leadership, said the program is
designed to challenge students but also to
create support for them.
Grace believes everyone has leadershippotential but his office is dedicated
to the education of leaders for service.
"Leadershipis not for personal enhancement but for community enhancement,"
he said.
"Service or giving of themselves will
give future leaders a better, more
informed, aware perspective in making
future decisions," Learyadded.
Current educational offerings include a
one-credit Monday night class which
assesses and develops students'leadership
skills and the educational programs
committee's film presentations and seminars on various cultures.
Leary said the committee "presents
future leaders with a more complete and

decisions and challenge students to
become critical thinkers."
The leadership program has planned
events to develop leadership in existing
organizations such as student clubs.
Grace would like to see a series
focusing on clubs' problems thoughout
theacademic year. Events would include
a spring retreat on running an
organization, a fall planning session
and a winter budgeting workshop.
The leadershipprogram offers practical
experience via positions in student government, clubs and organizations; volunteerplacement in the community; and
internships.
Management of the student union
building is an example of supervised
students working through the leadership
program.
Grace, who chairs a task force reviewing the program, saidhe wouldlike
it to be expanded and the leadership-service role worked into the content of thecorerevitalization program.
Grace hopes the leadership program
will generate interest in students who
have not previously considered themselves leaders and also work with
existing organizations to assess and develop leadershippotential.
The office of student leadership was
started two years ago when the student
life office decided activities alone were
not developing student leadership in
accordance with part of SU's mission
statement: "The 'growth of persons' must
be a growth of 'persons for others'."

just view of the world on which to base

Roberts-Kirby wins young professional award
By Raelene Sam
Spectator Reporter
Recently Cheryl Roberts-Kirby, associate director of the career development
center, received the 1987 regional New
Professional award from the National

Association of Student Personnel Administrators.
The award was the first given to
young outstanding professionals dealing
withstudents.
Roberts-Kirby's job entails advising
students on occupations, finding their

preferences in the work world and
helping them recognize their skills.
Shealso helps students to find jobs on
the developmental part of job searching
and resume writing. She also coordinates alumni programs where students
can speak to the alumni about their jobs.
One ofher main areas of concern is
preparing liberal arts students to use their
degrees in the work field. She currently
has twoprograms in this area.
One of the programs is a six-week
course for students intending to jobhunt
in spring quarter including self assessment, the job search and location of
employers.

The second program which
Roberts-Kirby runs with Bill Moyer of
campusministry and Laura Crawford of
the SU volunteer center, offers alternative career lifestyle information where
students can talk to people and start
thinking on not only traditional careers
and profit organizations but of social
work.
"She's an excellent one-to-one counselor in helping people search for jobs,"
Joseph McGowan, S.J., director of
campusministry, said.
The criteria for the awafd included
having two professional working years,
contribution to the campus as a whole

Cheryl Roberts-Kirby stands with her mother after receiving a regional outstanding youngprofessional award inCoeurd' Alene,Idaho.

Want to improve yourbusiness?
Why not advertise with the
Seattle University Spectator!

and contribution to the community.
"It's nice to be affirmed for working
and being with students and at the same
time getting to know them and helping
them," she said.
"To be affirmed for that is everything
I'veasked for in my wholelife. Itmakes
you realize the importance you do in
your work ~ you don't really think in
terms of the regional issues and having
peopleacknowledging that I
don't do
it for the praise, Ido it because it's
important to me in my own integrity as
a person. It's my life; my own vocation
is to be with students and spend time
with them."
McGowan said: "One of the things
thatmakes Cheryl an outstanding worker
isher ability in helping individuals make
decisions about careers, sharing information and getting other people into
groups to look into career decisions they
can make. She also looks into the
meaning ofa cultural university campus
and the function as a person who lives
and works with people in a cultural
universe. Her greatcharacteristic is she's
available to people and she's willing to
work with others inher field."
Roberts-Kirby will be competing with
six other recipients for the National
Award.

...

Miss Italian
Community Contest

Contact Thertsak Sac Tung,
Advertising Manager,
at 626-6850.

—THE SPECTATOR

Applicants must be single women, 18-22 years and at
least114Italian to representItalian Communityfor
Seafair 1987. Inquire evenings at 868-7925
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Equal opportunity statement lacks sexual orientation
criminate on the basis of sex, race,color,
national origin, religion, age, marital statvs, Viet Nam veterans or any physi-

By Stacia A.M. Green
Spectator Reporter

"Sexual orientation" is not included in
Seattle University's Equal Opportunity
Policy statement regarding employment
practices and student admissions.
Would gay and lesbian faculty or staff
be fired because they were gay/lesbian
without a sexualorientation clause?
Anna Dillon,director of personnel,said
gay/lesbian staff and faculty are treated
like everyone else.
Having sexual orientation stated in an
equal opportunity policy is not federally
legislated by law. "We get federal grants
so you have to fall within the federal
guideline," Dillon said.
The current equalopportunity policy for
SU was written several years ago by a
committee appointed by the president's
office.
The policy states SU does not dis-

Does SU discriminate against gays/lesbians?
cal/mcntal/sensory handicaps.
"Theidea is that we treat people fairly,"
Dillon said. "It (gay/lesbian) has never
been a big issue with us."
Dillon believes the executive vice
president's office has demonstrated fairness

sexual orientation, she said.
Outside groups havebeen known to put
pressure on officals to fire gay/lesbian
staff or faculty. Dillon said those groups
would not play a part in terminating
anyone.

Possibility of priest with AIDs raises
questions about sexuality training
Jennifer Vance

SpectatorReporter

There areno figures on thenumber of
Catholics withacquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) but the disease
could be spreading into the religious
community.
The Rev. James Lynch, a priest
assignedby theNew York archdiocese to
counsel AIDS patients, said in the New
York Times an undetermined number of
Catholic clergymen have died from the
disease without notice because they have
hidden the nature of their illness from
others.
How are priests trained to deal with
issues of sexuality? Paul Fitterer, SJ.,
of Seattle University's campus ministry,
said in his training the rule was not to
was first
get close to anyone. "When I
being trained the teaching was not to be
close witha male or female."
He believes this training has improved. "Ithink there's been a growth in

Start Your Weekend Early!

Now Open for
Lunch Friday,
Saturday & Sunday
at 11:00am!

the education of priests," he said, noting
workshops on the subject of human
sexuality.
"Its no secret that there are homosexual priests but the vow of celibacy
means no genital sex," he said.
But there should be a method of
addressing the problem of AIDS. "We
can't push itunder the rug and pretendits
not going to be a problem."
Fitterer said heknows of no incidents
of AIDS in the Catholic clergy. "If a
priest has AIDS Idon't think they are
going to be announcing it from the roof
tops," headds.
Fittercr said he has his own method of
facing the celibacy vow all Catholic
priests must take. "I've developed my
call it my PEG rule.
own little rule ~ I
Ican't be possessive, exclusive or
genital."
He believes in a relationship only one
person can be at the center but with the
vow all priests must take noone can be
there.

Domino's Pizza presents the
earlylunch! Now you can order

pizza anytimeafter 11:00am,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday!
In fact, if you know ahead of
time when you'llbe eating,you
can call us after 10:30am, and

just tellus where and when you
want your pizza delivered.
Want itas soonas possible?
We'll guaranteeit willbe
delivered before 11:30. Having
alittle later? Call us after
lunch am,
10:30 and your pizza will
arrive within 10 minutes of the
time youspecify,or your pizza
is free!

only.

CallUS!

Want to spendyour summer at Camp?
Catholic Youth Organization will be
conducting interviews for summer camp
staff on Feb. 25. Call Career Planning
andPlacement at 626-6235 to sign up.
Feb. 26
Louis K. Christensen, Ph.D., of the
departmentof fine arts will report on the
research he has been doing on music of
the Norse era. The lecture will be
accompanied by slides and will be
designed to spark a spirited discussion.
At3:15 p.m., Rogge Auditorium in the
nursingbuilding.
Feb. 28
Drugs on the American college
campus will be the topic of the next
"Alcohol and Drug Awareness Hour," set
for Saturday, Feb. 28 at 10:15 p.m. in
Pigott Auditorium. The program is free
and open to the public. Call Susan
Nichols at 823-3116 or James E.
Royce, S.J., at 626-6200 for more information.

--

Arts Festival, is accepting applications
for several staff positions for the Labor
Day Weekend event.
The festival isalsoaccepting bids for
the production and sales of its souvenir
programs and concessions. Deadline for
Bids isMarch 13.
Call 448-5253 for information on how
to apply.

-
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Fragments, Seattle University's literary magazine, is now accepting applications for the spring issue. Poems,
short stories, photographs and sketches
may be submitted to DianeMcCleve or
KennethMaclean in the English office at
Marian 242.
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Still don't have your winter quarter
I.D. card? Pick it up at the Campus
Assistance Center; 626-5678.

Large Order Discounts
5-9pizzas 10% discount
10-14 pizzas 15% discount
15-19 pizzas 20% discount
20-24 pizzas 25% discount
25 or more 30% discount
/ Aloha Si
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Compiled by Marty Niland

"items"

3:3opm MidnightMon Thurs
11:00am 1am Fri & Sat
11:00am -Midnight Sunday

BUMBERSHOOT 1987, The Seattle

Tomatoes,Double Cheese,
ExtraThick Crust

4-items $10.00$14.15
$1100$15'50

E.

Hours:

Toppings

Pepperoni,Ham, Sausage,
Fresh Mushrooms, Black
Olives,Onions, Ground Beef,
Green Peppers,Pineapple,

s items

322-0094
128 Broadway

Ongoing

Our Superb Cheese
Pizza
12" Cheese $6.00
16"Cheese $8.75

jjg, $ J?°o $i?:i§
3-items $9.00 $12.80

Avoid theNo.d!

Looking ahead

All PizzasInclude Our
SpecialBlend of Sauce
and 100% Real Dairy
Cheese.

Regular Crust
12" 16"
Cheese $6.00 $ 8.75
$
$l

CapitolHill location

Panitnl Hill

Feb. 25

There are many federal laws and
regulations and frequent changes to those
laws. Dillon must keep the policies of
SU current with those changes and that,
she said, is a full-time job.
A local law protects gay/lesbians from
being fired because of their sexual
orientation. Asked if SU would claim
exempt from that law being a religious
institution, Dillon said if someone files
suit SU would not take that position.
"I think Iknow SU well enough,"
Dillon said. "SU is more accepting and
works through situations and treats people
humanly.
"Five or six years ago you may have
gotten a very different reaction to your
questions," Dillon said. "Due to Father
Sullivan's leadership, SU has much more
professionalism."
Dillon has been director for 10 years
and employed at SU for over 15 years.

and takes issues from her office on acase
by case basis. No gay/lesbian on this
campus has been fired because of their

Save $1.00 on any pizza
ordered 11:00am 3:3opm,
Friday, Saturday or Sunday.
Expires: 3-22-87
Onecouponperpizza. Capitol Hill
location only Cash value: 1/20
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Group uses graphic films, displays

Students for Life hope to inform

By Molly A. Curran
Spectator Reporter

"LASTCHANCE."
The boldblack letters cannot help but
catch the eye. These flyers appeared on
campus bulletin boards last month
announcing the Students For Lifesponsored showing of "Silent Scream."
Students for Life (SFL) is a campus
organization committed to discussing and
showing theethical and medical problems
ofabortion.
SFLhave sponsored films and produced
blackboards graphically depicting abortion
procedures. "Silent Scream" is a documentary which, with the help of ultrasound, takes the audience step-by-step
through the abortion of an 8-week-old
human fetus.
Edward White, president of SFL, said
although it isa graphic demonstration of a
fetus being removed from the womb with
the use of suction and surgical clamps,
"The general effect of the movie, for
certain people,is positive. It'sintended to
be graphic in order to make you think and
feel something."
The display case in the second floor
lounge of the student union building is
crowded with pro-life material, an
arrangement designed by SFL member
Harvey Parker and supervised by Roger
Blanchette, SJ., SFL advisor.
The presentation includes a poster announcing the anniversary of abortion's
"legalization," another poster asking God
for forgiveness "for weknow not what we
do," a display ofa fetus' growth from the
first month through the seventh month,
flowers anda blank spot on the lower left
handcomer of the wall where thereused to
be a flyer announcing a lecture on postabortion stress.
Student opinions of the display, especially those who frequent the upstairs
lounge, vary.
One junior said it doesn't bother her.
"... They are just like any other
organization on campus witha message or
cause. It's just their way of advertising."
Other views range from "I don't pay
attention to it," "plastic fetuses are a
little hard to look at at eight in the
morning" and "I couldn't say, Ihaven't
seen it."
One senior, who is bothered by the

display's obvious anti-abortion message,
suggests that one of the other cases be
used to promote forms of birth control,
abortion clinic referrals and plugs for
Planned Parenthood
"It's only fair wehear from both sides,"
he said.
White said since SFLisanon-sectarian
organization, a moral base is nota strong
enough foundation on which to rest the
group's objectives but "undisputable
medical facts" and statistics are.
The objective of the SFL organization
is "fundamental itis to educate people,"
White said.
"Themore educated webecomein areas
such as abortion, infanticide, mercy
killing and other similar issues, the more
our pro-life attitudes will be effective in
shaping the character and outlook of the
societyof which we are a part," he added.
Only then can an individual make a
decision which,for that person,is morally
right," he said.
SFL emphasized the medical aspects of
abortion are the main support for itsbasic
purpose. "But, spiritual and personal
growth are extremelyimportant in feeling
compassion for sanctity of human life,"
White said.
"If a woman went on her own psychological and emotional conscience and was
free of anypressure and fear of rejection
andhad total freedom to make a decision,
perhaps an abortion might not have to be
a solution.
"If a person's spiritual awareness that
is, what's in the heart
changes, what's
help
in themind cannot
but change. Then
reality can be
in
happening
what's
understood,"headded.
Karen Barta, assistant professor of
theology and religious studies, agrees.A
better understanding ofan issue,she said,
is to alleviate the hostility and tension
surrounding it, as in the on-going war
between the pro-abortion/pro-choicers and
the right-to-lifers.
"Each is toobusy with name-calling,"
Barta said, "and not contributing at all to a
resolution." She feels individuals need to
be more informed about an issue before
attitudes are developed.
"There is such a lack of awareness
surrounding the issue of abortion. Thatis
the biggest problem," she said.
Barta said ways of creating this
iwareness necessitate a close look at the

-

—

-

This Students for Life display features plaster cast fetuses. Thedisplay is locatedin the commuter student lounge on theupper floor of the
student union building.
way society treats women.
"There isa necessity for an examination
of the sexism involved. For example,
what images of male/female sexuality are
tolerated and why? Why do attitudes
about women always seem to be
contradictory? Also, how does the
Catholic Church address women's issues
and finally, why does the particular issue
of abortion seem to be anunfair burden on
women?"
A better sense of responsibility among
both men and women is imperative for
reaching decisions on birth and birth
control.
Barta said women's groups on campus
are major contributors of encouragement,
support and positiveaction. "If anything,
they are a shoulder to lean on," sheadded.
"These groups are essential for providing understanding and guidance for a
woman who does choose abortion and
helps the woman who doesn't take a
rational look at the alternatives," she said.
"Peopleneed to come to terms and stop
making abortion just a woman's issue."

Students go to jail,help inmates

By Mark Kramer
SpectatorReporter

Several times this year Seattle
University students Kymm Anable and
Greg Miller have gone to jail.
Theygo to visit friends.
Anable and Miller are student coordinators of the Prison Ministry Program
operated through SU's campusministry.
Their friends areinmates of the Washington State Reformatory at Monroe.
At first, both students werecurious to
experience what life is like behind the
guard-tower-toppedrock walls which surround the reformatory.
"People on the outside have many
misconceptions of what prison life is
like," Miller said. "For instance, I
always thought the inmates spent their
entire day locked up behind bars. But
that's not the case. There are many
employment opportunities there."
After a while the impact and ugliness
of steel bars and armed guards fades,
Anable said. "Soon you really look

forward to just getting in to talk with
friends."
Anable said the reason behind their
prison visits is to share what's currently
happening in their lives. "I find myself
more comfortable talking with inmates
say won'tbe held
because Iknow whatI
against me."
"There isa definite bondbetween the
inmates and the volunteers," she added.
"We go there just to be friends."
Miller agrees companionship is a
major motivator for driving the many
miles to the prison. "Everybody is a
person," he said. "Companionship works
both ways. We get as much out of our
visits at the prison as the inmates do."
Miller and Anable believe the victims
of crime need to be considered but often
criminals are victims too. Both have
listened to the inmates' stories of
childhood violence and rejection.
"Prisoners are a disenfranchised segment of society," Anable said. "But they
know the situation they are in and they

The only group of inmates the vol-

unteers meet with is a club called the

"Concerned Lifers of Monroe."
The prisoners reached out first," Miller
said. "They contacted SU about the
possibility of having someone speak to
their group and from that occasion
sprang the Prison Ministry visitation
program."
It's really an eye opener, both coordinators said. They've found the general
stereotypeof prison existence and prison
inmates just isn't true.
"The ignorance about prisons needs
correction," Miller said.
"Visiting with prisoners is something
Ireally enjoy," added Anable.
Miller and Anable emphasizedthere is
always room for. one more at their
visitation sessions.The campus ministry
provides the transportation to and from
Monroe. SU students wishing to know
more about thePrison Ministry Program
can contact Miller or Anable through the
campus ministry office.
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Notice
The Spectator is now
accepting applications for staff
positions for spring quarter.
If interested, please contact
John Teehan at 626-6850.
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International MaritimeTrade

Perspectives '87
* Educational
Programininternational trade and
transport.
ocean
** Capstone trainingsince 1982.
leadingprofessionals.
* Taughtby
practical.
* Comprehensive, dynamic,and
contacts.

valuablebusiness
*Establish
Six weeks 2days/week sunsJune 17 or July
* College credit available, including Masters of
International
* Sponsors: Business.
Port Of Seattle
Washington Council onInternational Trade
SeattleChamber ofCommerce
Contact Dr. JohnR.Filmer 728-3327
P.O. Box 1209

It's exciting
It's adventurous
and
It's rewarding
Seepage 15
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From smoker's paradise to Alien Gumby

Alum's imagination airs on Almost Live
By Rod Sweeney
Spectator Reporter

Have you ever imagined going to a
vacation hotspot where everyone

described his role as being more in the
feature department.
"Iloved theclasses and enjoyedgoing
to school and class," he said. "Classes
are like a smorgasbord of things to do.

Alumnus profile
smokes, or have visualized an "Alien
Gumby" exploding out of your chest?
Both scenarios are award winning
comedy sketches from the imagination of
Joe Guppy.
Guppy, a Seattle University alumnus,
isa writer and actor for the popular local
comedy show Almost Live, which airs
Sunday nights at 6 p.m. on King 5.
Guppy isalsoa freelance writer and lead
singer in a local music group.
Guppy's sketch "Smoke World" introduced a new and exciting vacation spot
where smokers don'thave to put up with
the hassle of ever putting out their
cigarette. This feature wonan Emmy last
year, one of 15 awarded AlmostLive.
"Alien Gumby," was mentioned by
Guppy as one of the more memorable
pieces he has worked on since joining
AlmostLive in January of 1986.
In "Alien Gumby," Guppy created a
situation where a possessed Alien Gumby bursts out of his chest similar to the
scenein the movie "Aliens."
work and long hours went into
rating thealien sketch andGuppy was
pleased with it being a finalist for the
national "Iris Award."
Guppy is one of six children. He
grew up in the Capital Hill area and
attended Seattle Preparatory High School
before attending SU.
Guppy who graduatedin1977 withan
English degree, said a major factor in
attending SU washis father, psychology
professor William Guppy.
"I wanted to go to SU and the tuition
was practically free (children of faculty
receive a discount on tuition)," Guppy
said. "SU is a good school. Iliked the
teachers and you have the opportunity to
pick andchoose a littlebit."
While attending classes he was an
associate editor on the Spectator. He

kHard

I'm glad I
got through it fairly quickly."
After graduation Guppy interned at the
Seattle Times for a four month period
working as a general assignment reporter. His job was unique in that he
was paid while inan internshipposition.
His two biggest stories were a story
on theTrident submarine base at Bangor
and a front page story on heating
problems at Yesler Terrace.
After the Times, he toured with the
Off-The-Wall Players, a local comedy
group.
According to Guppy,touring with the
group and working part time for the
Cornish Institute had been the center of
his life. The Players mainly performed
at theaters and ethnic theaters, as well as
appearing at Bumbershoot five years in
arow.
Guppy said thegroup eventually broke
up,due to a variety of artistic differences.
He felt it was time to do something else.
While working with the Off-The-'VyiaU
Players on R.E.V (a now cancelled local
videoand comedy feature show), he met
John Keister.
When Kiester joinedhostRoss Shafer
of Almost Live they were in need of
another writer because of the show's
length. Guppy was contacted by Kiester
andhired as a writer.
Since joining the staff Guppy has
acted out parts in 90 percent ofhis work.
plan on
"I love it here at King and I
continuing work in comedy as an actor
and writer," Guppy said. "Rossand John
are a pleasure to work with. It's great to
come to work."
Away from Almost Live Guppy does
freelance writing as well as writing and
acting for commercials.
One of his works includes, "Leaping
Lights" for Rainier Beer, where he acts
one of the the roles in the segment

Joe Guppy, SU alumnus, is a writer and actor for the local comedy
show 'Almost Live.' He is the son of William Guppy, SU psychology
professor.
#

Other projects Guppy has worked on
range from non-broadcast industrial
videos for the Bon Marche to convention
videos for sales people.
Away from his busy work schedule
Guppy is a lead singer ina group called
the Acoustinauts. He described the group
as playing akind of comedy rock.

The group is coming out soon with an
album titled "Inhale Einstein" which will
be sold at local stores including Tower
Records and ParkAvenue Records.
As for future plans, Guppy will be
getting married in June. He also wants
to keep working on Almost Live and
freelance writing.
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Master of Health Services Administration

SEATTLEUNIVERSITY
STUDY ABROAD
*French-in-France in Grenoble
*German-in-Austria in Graz

*Study abroad programs are open to all SU students
*No language pre-requisites
♥Financialaid applicable to all program
♥Scholarshipsare available
For further information,please contact:
Department of ForeignLanguage
Marian 331 626-5806
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A representative of the graduate program in health services
administration at Arizona State University will conduct an
information presentation on:

Date: THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1987
Time: 12 NOON to 2 PM
Location: CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT
For more info and sign-up please contact the Career Placement
Office.
The MHSA program at ASU prepares studentsfor exciting careers
in the administration of hospitals, HMOs, consulting firms, and
other health care settings. It features an essential business skill
component providing students with necessary skills for success in
the dynamic health care industry. Joint MBA is also available.
Find out -how you can prepare for a rewarding career in the
year-round sun of metro Phoenix. Info on various aid programs
available. All majors welcome.
School of Health Administration and Policy
College of Business
Ir^StlUNI
Arizona State University
Tempe AZ 85287

(602)965-7778
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Topel's humor highlights personality

By Andrea Soulier
SpectatorReporter

Takea tall, lanky body,add longlegs,
brown eyes, black hair graying at the
temples and an energetic, humorous
personality and you have John Topel,
S.J., Seattle University's academic affairs

Topel has been vice president since
last July. Overseeing the academics of
SU wasn't the beginning of Topel's
career here.
Thirteen yearsago Topel came to SU
to direct the Masters of Religious
Education (SUMORE) program. He held
that position for three years. After

Administrator profile
vice president
He describes his leadership style as
chaotic. He's a philosopher by training
and instinct who speaks in paragraphs
whereothers use sentences.
Topcl plans to teach at least one
course though his job doesn't require it.
He is also working on a book about
Luke's version of Jesus' Sermon on the
Mount (which occurredona plain).
His vision for SU includes the students working with the rest of the
university. "I wantyou to go out of here
with some sense of why things tend
to run down in our society so that as a
political person you'll vote astutely, get
engaged in large scale issues
you'll
begin to have something to say about
the shaping of the macro structures
which hold us hostage," he said. "The
nuclear issue, questions of international
relations that relate to justice and peace,
hunger all over the w0r1d.... Iwould
hope that our students would come out
of here with some kind of education
about what can be done."

...

...

directing SUMORE Topel was rector of
theJesuit community for three years.
During his stay in both positions
Topel was a part-time theology instructor. After he left the job as rector Topel
turned to teaching theology full time.
Asked whathehad donebefore coming
to SU,Topel hadone reply: "Istudied."
"It takes Jesuits a long time to get
through their studies because they are
always starting something new," Topel
said.
"I came here with basically the
equivalent of a bachelor's in classical
languages, a bachelor's in philosophy,
two master's,a doctorate in teaching and
a doctorate inresearch."
Topel related how he came to SU.
"Jesuits across the world are dividedinto
provinces ~ geographically based. When
you finish your degrees you look to see
if your own universities (Gonzaga or
SU) have a need for you," he explained.
"There was a need for a SUMORE
directorhere at SU."
Besides SUMORE director and rector,

Topel has been involved with other
projects.
'*Three yearsago Iwent to Portland to
be director ofNovices for the Society of
Jesus for two years.That's basically boot
camp Iwas drill sergeant at a boot
camp for Jesuits," he said.
Topel would like to see the Jesuit
"mission statement which has to do
with teaching, research and growth of
person focus more and more on how
we grow by confronting large scale
social issues that are impinging upon us
andaffect the quality ofour lives."
Topel deals with a number of groups
and committees. The academic council
reports to him.He isactive on the dean's
council along with the rank and tenure
committee, summer faculty fellowship
committee, sabbatical committee, faculty
senate and university computer policy
committee which deals with instructional
andadministrative use of computers.
Topel wants the university to expand
in some ways and become leaner and
tougher in others. "We can't keep
raising tuition and salaries without using
resources in the budget," he said.
The future for Topel is expansive.
"I'll serve as long as I'm helpful to him
(William J. Sullivan, S.J., SU president). After this I'll probably go back
to teaching," hesaid.
"By that time Imay be 58 or 59 years
plan a transition
old. That's the time I
out of the university andbecome maybe
a pastor or a pastoral associate."

-

Topel still has plans for his book
which is one-third in manuscript form.
"If Ifeel that I
still have the intellectual
interest when I
leave this job I'll try to
get thatbook out," he said. "ButI'llhave
no chance to finish that while I
am in
this job."

-

-

John Topel, S.J., is vice president
foracademic affairs.

NFL player tackles SU MBA degree
By SusanLa Franchi
Spectator Reporter
Blocking NFL opponents in Pittburgh's ThreeRivers Stadium and in

friends or family; and the NFL pays for
the whole thing.
His Super Bowl days featured commercials and other work. He wasin the
movie about a fellow teammate, "The

Student profile
stadiums across the nation is not Ray
Pinney's onlyaspiration these days.
The 64" offensive tackle for the
Pittsburgh Steelers is also tackling his
master's in business administration at
Seattle University.
His friend and professor from the
University of Washington, Kirk Hart,
has been an influence on him going back
to graduate school, Pinney said. He also
feels his parents were influential. "They
were always there when I
needed them,"
headded.
Pinney chose SU's MBA program
because "I thought they were the most
flexible with my schedule, being absent
in the fall due to football."
"Plus it'sa good program," headded.
Pinney, a 1976 University of Washington graduate, said he was "real excited" when the Steelers calledhim and
toldhim he was drafted,back in April of
his senior year.
Now, in his 12th year of professional
football, hehas alot to be proud of. He
has playedin two Super Bowl games and
one USFL championship game.
TheSteclers haveplayed and won four
Super Bowl's. Pinney played in the
1978 game against the Dallas Cowboys
(35-31) and in 1979 against the Los
AngelesRams (31-19).
The highlight of winning the Super
Bowl,Pinney said, "Is the big party that
the NFL throws afterward for the
winning team. Each player getshis own
table andcan invite anyone he wants too.

Rocky Blier Story," which was filmed in
Pittsburgh.
Pinney hasn't played all 12 years in the
NFL. From 1983 to 1985 he played in
the USFL. In his first year his team
(Michigan Panthers) won the USFL
championship and in his third year his
team lost the title game. Hereturned to
the Steelers in 1985.
As for college students today and the
current steroids controversy, Pinney
said, "There is a lot more use now than
when Ifirst started. Someone big back
then was 265 to 270 pounds,now being
over 300 pounds is considered big.
Standards haveincreased and the awareness is greaterbut it is a real problem."
When the 270-pound star retires from
football "I'll be like any other college
student looking for a job, just 12 or 13
years later," hesaid.
Thecamera-shy Pinney said he would
not mind working in the media industry
itself but not in front of the camera.
Before making it to the pinnacle of
football Pinney started out playing in the
little leagues in Seattle, where he grew
up. Theoffensive tackle/student said he
has been playing football sincehe was in
the fourthgrade.
His first little league team was in
North Seattle, called Univac. "Back at
the time it wasn'trealistic to think I'dbe
professional one day," he said. "Ialways
had heroes that Iwould watch on TV.
Seattle didn't have a professional team
back then so Ialways cheered for the

west coast teams, like the 49'ers and the
Rams."
Pinney playedhigh school football at
Shorccrest inNorthSeattle then received
a four-year scholarship to the University
of Washington. After college he was
drafted by the Steelers.
Seattle is now Pinney's home in the
offseason, which usually runs from
Christmas to August, he said. His

parents live on Whidbey Island and his
brother livesin Lynnwood.
During the season he and his wife of
10 years, Pam, and their two son's,
Raymond, 5, and Darrin, 1, keep an
apartmentin Pittsburgh.
When questionedon whether he would
like his son's to go into professional
football, Pinney said, "If they want to,
it's really up to them."

Ray Pinney, a Pittsburgh Steeler offensive tackle, is working on his
MBA degree at SU.

Soapbox
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No more malice
There mustbe a new way.
The students and administration have tossed around the tuition proposal, with a
lot of bad words fromboth sides; what has it accomplished? Some tuitionincrease
will be passed, some students will have to leave school. But have theattitudes
changed?
The Spectatorpans the proposal;Father Sullivan defends himself,and criticizes
the paper; the Spectator continues its coverage and analysis, looking for holesin the
proposal and flaws in logic;Father Sullivan tries to outmaneuverthe Spectatorby
speaking to the students directly, thus giving his own facts as the truth and putting
into questioneverything the Spectator has said.
Out of all this strategyand tactics, what willbe gained? There will be a
proposal and quite abit ofbad feelings.
What isneeded isanew way of communicating. Afew weeks ago the Spectator

Staff Opinion
askedFather Sullivanif he was listening; now the students must ask thelinked
question: are we listening to theadministration?
The tuition forumbecame two things: a request for moreinformation and a gripe
session towards Father Sullivan. Allstudentshave gripes butit seems inappropriate
to place thepresident on a stand, only to be pelted with tomatoes.
Therefore, the students need to listen to FatherSullivan. Notnecessarily agree
but listen. Peoplecame into the forum not prepared to listen. They camein to
point out errors and to speak.
The students of the school must now listen. Carefully, critically,respectfully
listen. In theinterests of communication and cooperation, this is the only way to
progress.

Letters to the Editor
What now?
To the Editor:

E.s

gratifying to see members of the
ttle University community ready to
st in the sexual rcvolHtion, even so
long after the major battles have died
down. Perhaps the "Me Decade" is
giving way to the "Me-TooDecade."
Stacia Green reports William Green's
position on a gay/lesbian support group
is offensive neither to gay/lesbian
students nor to the Holy Office of the
Inquisi
the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith.
Green's article does not make clear
who presented the "sample registration
form," or what the motive was. Was it
an attempt to meet the needs of
gay/lesbian student or merely a
journalistic exercise in determining the
administration's position, using the
hypothetical gay/lesbian student as a
guineapig for whitemiddle-class liberal
experimentation?
Dave Ellingcr's editorial hardly unearthed any surprises. I
made similar
inquiries last fall and spoke to an
administration member who did not
realize that "sexual orientation" meant
something other than whether a person
were male or female. Speeches on
sensitive issues are so easily defused by
the deliberate ignorance of the audience.
Certainly the world, especially the
Christian world, is biased toward heterosexual persons. Ifor one have been
pleasantly surprised by the acceptance
and friendship of the SU community,
since sexualpreference isreally irrelevant
to academic pursuit. (That perspective
might be different if Iwere to take a
course in sexual ethics which attempted
to claim that homosexual persons had
none; but certainly SUrequires no one,
students or faculty, to engage in
heterosexual intercourse.)
To what extent is SU or any
university obligated to provide outlets
for individual sexual self-understanding?
Perhaps there is some intent to keepup
with the Jones' of the public schools, to
become as tolerant as those institutions
not commissioned by a specific religious

--

creed. As thecensuring ofCatholic University theologian Charles Curran
indicates, that simply may not be
possible within the Catholic context ~
which includes SU.
Secular agencies and institutions do
exist for the purpose of helping people
come to a greater understanding oftheir
sexual selves. A feature article on some
of these might be more beneficial than
an effort to establish the fact this Catholic university is not such an agency.
We cannot legislate bigotry and
ignorance and hatred out of existence.
But we can learn tolerance, understanding and principles of human
freedom. We can make those qualities
known in our acts and our lives. Just
and free institutions will then reflect our
own qualities.
Are we here to educate our educators
and administrators
or to become
educated ourselves and to educate one
another?
Thanks for raising(again) thisissue.

—

Vince Fanucchi
SU Student

Admissions: Thanks
To the Editor:

Open letter to the Seattle University
community:
Onbehalf of the office ofadmissionsI
want to thank all of you who were
involved with making SU Preview a
success. The key to the success of an
overnight program for prospective
students lies in their interactions with
the people who make SU more than
simplybricks and mortar.
If you were a host/hostess to our
Preview participants, you should know
that, overall, you received high ratings
from our guests. The admissions staff
was especiallyhappy with yourgenerous
response to our plea for help with
housing Preview guests and your
eagerness to share your SU experience
with them.
Faculty too, should be aware of the
impact you had on the success of this
year's Preview program. Prospective
students consistently rate the class
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A new tuition idea
Tuition time again. All the students
are angry as students always are when
tuition goes up and all are powerless as
always to do anything about it. Father
Sullivan announces the increase, maybe
a few percent more than he said the day
before; the students complain as always,
and the Spectator rips at the injustice of
the whole thing.
But in theend the tuition gets raised
anyway. Some students drop aside but
probably not many more than usually
do. And things go on until they cool a
little and then it's raised again. Living
on potatoes in our wretched run-down
Capital Hill apartments, it gets raised
anyway and there's nothing the students
can do.
Some students will have to change
their choice of schools; though statistically their numbers may be few, for
each of them it may be a bitter disappointment. And bitter too it is for those
who must drop out because it's impossible for them to pay.
Isuspect that tuition increases are
always a dilemma.
Sullivan surely knows that it's
difficult for students now and he knows
this will make things more difficult. I'm
sure he has no wish to make things
harder for students. His life is devoted to
students; those decisions he sees as
necessary but which may cause hardship
for students, no doubt cause him some
hardship too.
But he didn't make them alone.
Sullivan makes the announcements but
the whole budget committee is behind
the decision process. But as he gets
credit when credit is due to the committee, so too does he take the blame
when blame must fall upon someone.
An unpleasant job, to be sure.
Isuspect the committee has the tuition cost well-planned for several years
into the future. I'm sure that long-term
goals have been set years in advance of
any increases. And bit by bit tuition is
raised to meet the goals and bit by bit
future raises are disclosed.
There must be a long-range plan.
Everything is planned. The construction
of the new buildings, thecampus design,
the new core curriculum, the new
educational programs, even the holes for
the bushes and the fertilizer for the
tulips it's all planned out and carefully
prepared, wellin advance. But the future
tuition isn't planned? Of course it is.
Are students told what the plan is? Of
course not.

--

visitationas a highly influential element
in their choice of SU over other
schools.
For those of you who opened your
morning classes to Preview participants
we thank you for your cooperation.
For all those people who worked
behind the scenes to pull off the logistics
of a program such as this, Iwant to
express our sincere appreciation.
Facilities, SAGA, publications, the
residence hall staffs, the financial aid
office, safety and security officers and
many more shouldbe recognized for their
assistance withSUPreview.
Despite this year's successes weknow
the SU Preview can be evenbetter. We
are interested in your comments and
suggestions for future Previews. We
welcome your feedback anytime.
Once again, aheartfelt "thank you" for
your continued support of our recruiting
efforts!

It does feel sneaky and somewhat
deceptive to be told bit by bit that the
tuition is going up on you, especially
when you know darn well it was all
plannedout farin advance but they didn't
tell you because if they did you might
have gone someplaceelse to begin with.
Students do get trapped and quite
probably that's just the point; they're
supposed to get trapped. At least sometimes that's whatit feels like.
And tuition gets raised bit by bit and
students get angrier year after year and
still it'sraised again. Year after year it
gets worse and year after year things get
harder.
Perhaps a solution would be for the
university to contract with students for
the price of their tuition over their
college years. Each student would begin
his education at the rate for that year and
pay only that amounteach year,provided
he completes his degree in four years.
Then the next year, if the tuition needed
to be raised by some increment of the
long-range goal, then it would be increased only for incoming students; they
would contract at the new rate. Returning students would continue to pay at
the rate at which they initially contracted.
Then the budget committee could disclose those goals without fear of losing
prospective students and be frank and
honest with students as to what is
planned for the future so that students
don't feel cheated.
The disadvantage of this system would
be a large initialloss of funds.
However, in the long run it may lead
to an increase in enrollment. Students
might come to SU specifically because
they would know that, unlike other
universities, their tuition would be set
and would not be raised on them.
Students who previously might have
delayed enrollment to work may enroll
sooner, wishing to contract at a lower
rate because they would know what the
future rates wouldbe.
In the end this type of graduated
tuition structure might be beneficial to
the school financially while simultaneously diminishing the overwhelming
sense of student resentment. It might
finally give students cause to believe that
the administration is actually working
withand for them instead of raking them
for all itcan get.
Jeffrey Dennison
Concerned SUStudent
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The Budget, Tuition
& Seattle U Today
—

Budget time is not an enjoyable time not for students or faculty or
administrators.Students and parents do not want to see a tuition
increase. As a matter of fact, Seattle University's trustees, administrators
andfaculty feel the same way.But in order to continue to successfully
operatea complex,dynamic and progressing institution in today's world,
—
SeattleUniversity as virtuallyevery other collegein thenation will
increase tuition in 1987-88.

Where Will Tuition Increase $ Be Used?
1987-88 Tuition Increase

—

We are proposingto the Board of Trustees a 12.2 percent tuition
increase in undergraduate tuition for next year. That increase, which
would bring full-time undergraduate tuition to $7,470, will be used for a
number of very important purposes.

*Other I6C)

Inflation (3C)

Chart 1showshow each dollar generatedby the tuition increase will
be applied.A very important and frequently asked question is: how will
the use ofthese funds benefitme as a student next year? Some ofthe
areas of directbenefit will be:

• The new Science& EngineeringBuilding.This new structure will

house high-tech labs,a design center, and a state-of-the-art
computer center that will not onlybenefit majors,but the entirestudent
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Compensation (94) /
Administration
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to faculty-studentinteraction.
• conducive
A 16 percent increasein studentfinancial aidavailable fromthe
(Seechart 3.)
• University.
A 5 percent raise in faculty salariesand a 2.5 percentraise in
and staff salariesin 1987-88.
• administrative
Improvementsin the academic area includingrevitalizing the core
curriculum and adding resources forthe library.
• New
financial aid funds availablefor studentathletesin the

intercollegiate sports programto help make teams more competitive.

The proposed tuition for1987-88 willplaceSeattle University in the
middle of Washington's nine independentcollegesin terms of tuition cost.
(Seechart 4.)Next year's proposed tuition would placeSeattle University
$180 below the average tuition of thesenine independentuniversities.

In analyzing the tuition increase as part of the 1987-88 budget,it is
important for students to understand the rolethat their tuition playsin the
overall operationof the University.Chart 2 shows that next year the
effective tuition revenue per person will pay 66 percent of the total cost of
educating each full-time equivalentstudent The subsidized portion is
$3,121 or 34 percent of the total cost of educatingeach full-time
equivalentstudent The University assumes the obligation to supply this
funding while it asks students to shoulder the remaining cost oftheir
education.
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New Buildings
Debt Service(27C)
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population.
• The
Casey Building. The new liberal arts faculty building will provide

new offices for more than half of the faculty as wellas manyspaces
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Academic
Improvements (114)

ImprovedStati &

i
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\r
Increased
Financial Aid (15C)

.
.postage,maintenance,etc.

1 Shows how each dollarof the tuition increase will be applied.
*Other expensesinclude insurance, office supplies, telephone,

What Part of the Cost of
Education will tuition cover?

•••—

Cost Per Full-Time
EquivalentStudent

$9,285 (100%)

StudentContributed
Tuition

$6,164 ( 66%)

Suppliedby SU & Other
$3,121 ( 34%)
GrantSources
2. The subsidy is suppliedby endowmentincome, annual gifts,
governmentgrants, etc.

Has SU Financial Aid Increased?

We hope this information will give you a clearer picture of the reasons
behind the tuition proposal,and how the funds willbe used.

William J. Sullivan, S.J.
President
How Does SU's Tuition
— Compare?
Projected Full TimeTuition

1987-88

111
i

ii

in

iv

SU

vi

vii

vin

4. Illustratesprojected tuitionfor Washington State's nine
independentcollegesin 1987-88.

ix

1964
$1 million

1985
$1.5 million

1986

1987

$1.5 million

$2.5 million

1988
$2.9million

3. Illustratesthe amount of financial aidavailablefromthe
University over the past five years. During this period financial
aid has grownat the average annual rateof 45%, whiletuition
has increased an averageof 8% each year.
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'Therese' is a cinematic kiss that warms you up
By Baubie Paschal
Spectator Reporter

Most people have heard of Therese
Martin, Saint Thcrese of Lisieux, or
have read her diary, "The Story of a
Soul," but how much do we really know
about this young woman and her driven
loveanddevotion toJesus Christ?
And why should wecare anyway?
French director AlainCavalier creates
a visually stunning, well-acted and
spiritually moving portrait with his
atest film "Therese" that gives the
viewer (whether shebe strongly religious
or not) an insight inside the very human
ife ofa saintly young woman.
Therese, played with subtle passionby
newcomer Catherine Mouchet, desires
desperately to join her two eldest sisters
in Lisicux's Carmelite convent.But after
asking thelocal church fathers and being
flatly refused of entrance, 15 -year-old
Therese travels to Rome for an audience
with the pope.
The pope is swayed by Therese's
entreaty and allows her to fulfull her
dream of being wed to Christ.
After the "wedding" and leavingbehind
her elderly father and one older sister,
Therese embarks upon an ascetic life of
cleaning, cooking and prayer. She tells
her Mother Superior quite seriously she
wants to be a saint, not a bombastic or
flashy heavenlybody, just a plain, Jesus
loving saint.
Mother Superior instructs Therese to
rite down her daily thoughts in a

journal until the pages are full and from
this we get the famous autobiography.
Things get a bit bleak for Therese
about her seventhor eighth year with the
Carmelites. Her father dies and she contracts tuberculosis and later dies. From
theabove description it's easy to tell this
is not an action film but a stark, simple
movie that sucks one into its delightful
austerity.
Oneparticularly fine moment involves
an old nun who the novice Therese
bathes. The nun notices Therese's
glances toward a small portrait of aman
the nun later admits was her husband.
She tells Therese although she's been in
the convent for over 30 years andhas had
many Superiors, she's not confessed the
secret until now, to Therese.
"Give me a kiss, a real kiss," the old
nun commands. "The kind that warms
you up." Thcrese kisses her gently and
theold crippled nun's face beams gently.
That's the beauty of this film and why
it's important: there's an honest gentleness to the protagonist, the writing, the
set design ~ nothing materially overwhelms you in this movie.
"Therese's" power isalambent aura of
both human determination and saintly
perseverance. Thereareno flashy camera
techniques, no ersatz witticisms, no
sex-starved women as with many current
French releases ("Menage," "Summer"
and "Betty Blue" come to mind).
Attention is paid to the slightest
gestures, theline of everyperson's face,
the manuever of every finger on every

Catherine Mouchet (lowerleft)
of Saint Therese ofLisieux.

stars in "Therese," a moving portrait

hand.
Cavalier chooses to bring the subject
of a young saint down to earth by
grounding it in a way with a focus upon
the characters,not their surroundings, for
while their faces and gestures are
mystically immutable, the world and
worldly matter is not therefore, we pay
attention to the people and not the set,
not the stuff.
"Therese" may not be the movie for
everyone. Ithas humor and pathos and
makes for understandable art movie fare
but it lacks the action of what marks

-

current filmmaking.

Who cares? Idon't. Itis refreshing to
watch a movie that overcomes you with
emotion and humanity, not blood and
gore. Therese'saim was to make people
feel less lonely and a little happier and
that's what this film docs it's a cinematic kiss that warms youup.

-

Alain Cavalier's "Therese" opens
Friday, Feb 27 at theMarket Theater in
Pike Place Market. Call 382-1171 for
times andticket prices.

t
'From The Hip' presents questions about our judicial system
best scene in the film.

Elizabeth Perkins plays Weather's
girlfriend Jo Ann. She is a good actress
but her role is so sickeningly sweet and
over-supportive thatit's unrealistic.
"From The Hip" is the creation of
David E. Kelley, the story editor of
television's "L.A. Law." He wrote the
screenplay while practicing law in
Boston, giving the film authenticity

"

in "From The Hip, a social
Judd Nelson and John Hurt
comedy about a young lawyer whose theatrics help get him into the
star

courtroom.
By Lisa Willis
SpectatorReporter

"Brat Pack" member Judd Nelson finally grows up. After several teenage
comedies Nelson appears in a movie
with a meaning, "From the Hip."
Too often in brat pack films Ilost
interest and found my mind wandering.
However, the comedy and plot in "From
the Hip" are fresh.
The entire story is one in which you
don't know what to expect next. I
didn't
know what the ending was going to be
like until the last fiveminutes.
I
found Nelson's performance absolutely exhilirating. He plays Robin
"Stormy" Weathers, a first-year law
graduate who wants his first case badly.
1 He swindles his way into the courtroom

through theatrics and document hiding.
Once in court. Weathers puts his entire
career on theline stunt by stunt
Everything is looking rosy for
Weathers until he is asked to defend
Professor Benroit (John Hurt) for murder. The plot thickens with the ethical
question: "Should criminal lawyers
defend clients if they believe they are
lying?" This turns the movie from a
comedy into a grim reality which makes
us aware that our legal system has great
faults.
John Hurt's portrayal of a schizophrenic English teacher was quite
convincing. In one scene he describes
what a man would be like who kills a
young girl with a hammer (as he is
charged). Heis incredibly descriptiveand
dramatic. This alone is probably the

while presenting important questions
about our judicial system.
"From The Hip" is certainly the
highpoint in Nelson's career. In comparing the two, Ifound this film better
than "LegalEagles" oflast summer.
I
am perplexed with^thequestion: "Is
this a good movie for lawyers to see or
will the scales of justice tip off balance
if hit by a real Stormy Weathers?"

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, in cooperation with

I

Ithe National Center lor Paralegal Training, offers an in- I
I tensive post graduate 14 week day or 36 week eve- I
I ning LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program I
I will enable you to put your education to work as a I
I skilled•member of the legal team.
Specialties offered in the following fields:
Civil Litigation
Corporations & Real Estate
ABA Approved
Internship
Employment Assistance
For a free brochureaboutthis career opportunity call
I(619) 260-4579 or mail the coupon below to:

IGeneralist
IGeneral
• Litigation

I

I

I

••

.W,trN

University of <__n Die«o

Room 318. Sem Hill
°'«««. CA 921»°

Lawyers Assistant Program San

IName
I
Current
I

I
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Address

ICity

State

Zip

ICurrent Phone #
IPermanent Phone #
IThe University ol San

I

I

Oisgo does not discriminate on the basis of
origin, ancestry, or handicap

Irace, sex, color, religion, age. national

|In its policies and programs.
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'EI Amor Bruio' exhales passion flamenco-style
cinema."

By Kris Echigo
Spectator Reporter
Costly movie musicals of the present
rarely match the pomp and circumstance
of musicals from the past. Movies like
"West Side Story" and "The Sound of
Music" lay soundly in movie industry
archives unchallenged by films like
"Flashdance."
"El Amour Brugo (Love, The
Magician)," a Spanish film directed by
Carlos Saura, retrieves the memory of
grand MGM musicals, without attempting to do so.
Saura's film exhales passion by
employing exotic Spanish flamenco
dance. As choreographer andmain characterin the film, Antonio Gades reflects,
"With flamenco you can express
" the full
range of human emotions
However, these emotions could notbe
expressed through dance without the
careful orchestration of Manuel De
"alla's music. Falla's staccato music
enhances the stage sets which are
noticeable in the opening scene.
The informal props, blended with
Falla's music, adds to the feel of the
movie, giving it as Saura describes, "a
true combination of theater, dance and

-

...

—

The scene begins in a littered gypsy
shanty-town. As children play in the
streets two Spanish men arrange, a
marriage. One man's daughter, Candella (Christina Hoyos), is to marry his
friend's son, Jose (Juan Antonio Jimenez).

Meanwhile,Carmelo (Antonio Gades),

stilla youngboy, watches gravely as the
men cement the marriage agreement He
loves Candella.
The years ensue and Jose, now married
to Candella,is cheating on her for the
beautiful dancer, Lucia (Laura Del Sol).
Candella is unaware ofhis infidelity and
when Jose iskilled in a fight over Lucia,
Candella goes slightly mad.
Unfortunately, Carmelo who was also
at the fight, is arrested unjustly for the
murder of Jose. His hopes of winning
Candclla's heart seem doubtful upon his
return as he finds her obsessed over the
death of her husband. Thus begins his
attempts to gain Candclla's heart through
a gypsy witch.
Though the Spanish dancing doesn't
seem to vary in its flamenco style its
than
grinding drama is more powerful
"
drama
speech. As Gadcs asserts,
dictates the quality of movement."

...

Rocio (Giovana, center) is teased about her upcoming marriage as
the ladies gather to gossip andhang laundry in "El Amor Brujo (Love,
The Magician)."

Gades is by far the actor and dancer
with the most flair. He has won
numerous awards for his dancing and has
founded a dance company under his own
name. Now 50 years old, his performance in "El Amour Brujo" does not, in
any sense,reveal his age. Gades believes
that at any age dance is "an expression of
the self."
Saura's "El Amour Brujo" is the third

film in his trilogy of dance musicals.
The first was "Blood Wedding" and the
second "Carmen."
As in all of Saura's films,"El Amour
Brujo" gives us a taste of Spanish
culture without the frills. And though
this film is a love story involving lust
and obsession, itis in Saura's words "...
a very simple love story."

Harry's Burger Establishment is where the animals hang out
By Carrie Hunkapiller
Spectator Reporter

How often can you eat a peanut butter
burger with stuffed deer looking over
your shoulder?
Harry's Burger Establishment, in the
Hansen's Baking Co. across from the
Seattle Opera House, offers good food,
reasonable prices and a creative atmos■ phere. There are many things to observe
while waiting for your meal.
One of the major attractions is the
stuffed deer and moose heads in the restaurant. Other interesting aspects of the

the parrots painted in the
stained glass windows, marble tables,
brass fixtures, neon lights and hanging
plants.
According toMarcia Schwarting,managerof Harry's, "When theyredecorated
the restaurant seven or eight years ago,
they added the stuffed animal heads."
My friends and Ivisited Harry's on a
Sundaynight and the restaurant and bar
were both full.
The small bar located below the
restaurant isa nice place to meet friends
for a drink. They have drinks for reasonable prices as well as weekly and
restaurant are

-

nightly specials. Happy hour is from 4
p.m. 10 p.m., Sunday through Thursday. There are also nightly specials of
doubles for the price ofa single ($1.49).
Tuesday nights are Electric Iced Tea
nights.

We startedour dinner off with a half
plate of nachos. The appetizer was very
large with guacamole, sour cream and
salsa ($3.95).
The main dishes consisted of hamburgers andsandwiches.
One of my friends was daringenough
to try the peanut butter burger, a large
plain hamburger with peanut butter on it
($5). The meals come with a choice of
fresh fruitor large unpeeled french fries.
Ihad theHawaiian chicken sandwich,
a large grilled chicken breast with
pineapple chunks on it ($5.95). It was
very good.
"One of our most popular dishes is the
fajaita with a flour tortilla, guacamole,
sour cream, chicken or beef," Schwarting

]Vjg"VV itlt\l V f\F\.l

We ended our meal with a dessert.
One of my friends had a sundae with
loads of whipped cream and different
types oficecream ($3).
Another friend had German chocolate \
cheese cake ~ a very rich,very large and
very tasty dessert ($2.95).
Ifound Harry'sBurger Establishment a
nice change from the expensive Jungle
Jim's or Red Robin.
There's only one problem parking.
If you're planning to go to Harry's make
sure there isn't a sporting event in the
Coliseum or an opera at the Opera
House. Even if there's nothing going on
at theSeattle Center, you might have to
pay $4 for parking.

-

Harry's Burger Establishment is open
everydayfrom 11:30 a.m. for lunch to
11:30 p.m. for dinner. The bar is open
until midnight, Sunday Thursday and |
until 2 a.m., Saturdayand Sunday.

-

W

618 Broadway. Seattle
North f c^on

RESTAURANT

Six days a week. 325-6211
Closed Sunday
11 a.m. 9p.m.
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You'll taste TERIYAKI It's very special

2.95

1/2 TERIYAKICHICKEN

(Steam rice & Vegetable)

»

Qf
£.9O

*

teriyakiBEEf

(Steam rice )

Stuffed animals and live parrots are part of the creative atmosphere
at Harry's Burger Establishment.

2.95

Coleslaw-Oriental Style

TERIYAKI shrimpSTEAM VEGETABLE
(Steam rice i

-

2.95

TERIYAKI BEEF
(Steam rice & Vegetable)
TERIYAKI PORK
(Steam rice Vegetable)
TERIYAKISALMON FISH
(Steam rice & Vegetable)

95

*.

2.95
All

prices

include tax

~*
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The Educational Programs
CoiTimittGG
- has 4 student positions open for

-

the Spring '87 Winter '88 term. This is an opportunity
to be on a committee with administrative staff,
professors, and other students; to work with a
substantial budget, and; to be a part of planning
exciting programs for S.U.. For more information,
please call Tim Leary in Student Leadership, 626-6782
or pick up an application form at the A.S.S.U. office.
Application deadline is March 2, 1987.

TODAY, Feb. 25

FRIDAY, Feb. 27

"If You LoveThis Planet" - a film

The World Game

Helen Caldicott, noted author and
pediatrician, presents her view of the
perils of nuclear war by pointing out a
frightening progression of events which
would follow a nuclear attack. 7 p.m.,
Room 305, Liberal Arts Building.
Sponsored by: Women's Resource

,^^^^^^l^4AHfe

Ifetfl

Room. Free Admission.

Pi^l

Eating Disorders

Dr. Kirn Reiff, one of Seattle's foremost
authorities on eating disorders will be
here to discuss the general topic, and
a panel of people recovering from
eating disorders will be on hand to tell of
their experiences and answer any
questions. 7 p.m. Rogge Auditorium.

jWj
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Participants will learn about global
issues experientially by representing
the populations of the world on a huge
gameboard. 7 p.m. Campion Ballroom
Sponsored by: Antioch University'
Scholarships made available by the
Educational Programs Committee. For
more information on the program or
scholarships, please call Marie
Hudgins, Learning Center, 626-5310
Admission: $15.

jM

FEBRUARY 27th
Pigott Auditorium
Special Appearance by: McGruff the Crime Dog
Master of Ceremonies: Andy Thon
Guest Judges:
Eugene Robinson / Seahawks
Tim Hunter / KLSY
Billie Young / DHR

Tickets: $3 per person
Sponsored by: A.S.S.U. to benefit the S.U. Child
Development Center's Playground Fund.

Music
Dance
Comedy

7-m,^
«A«.
ZanV Gonn9
Acts
Door Prizes

.™™^^s^sss^^^2!!^^^Ss™!!!!!!!!!^^^^^^^^^

Compiled by: Jeff Nicholk,
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SU beats SFU 71-62 to advance inDistrict I
playoffs
Playoff Preview
The Event: NAIA District IFinals
Best of three series.

f
r

earns: Seattle University (21-8) vs.University of Puget Sound (22-6). The
two teams split their regular season series with SU winning 93-92 in
OT Jan. 23 at Connolly, and UPS taking aFeb. 6 game on their home
court, 64-59.
1 Tonight 7:30 p.m. at UPS.
Game 2 Friday, Feb. 27 7:30 p.m. at Connolly Center.
Game 3 (If necessary) : Saturday Feb. 28, 7:30 p.m. at UPS.

antes: Game

Facts:

Winner advances to the Bi-District Championship against the winner
of NAIA District IIin (InOregon). At stake there isa trip to the
NAIA Final 16 tournamentin Kansas City, Mo.

Strategy: Both Teams like to go inside. Look for a physical game, with the
team in less foul trouble having the advantage.
On defense, watch for both teams to use sagging zone defenses.
SUneeds to keep UPS Center BritHanson from carrying the team,
while UPS wants to stop the Lady Chiefs inside tandem of Pam
Clark andLisa Hill.If things get too tough in the middle,outside
shooting will play a major role. Jenny Fredericks and LisaCrow will
be the key SU players in that area, while UPS will look to Wendy
Tibbs andLinda De vries to keep thepressure off their big players.
By Marty Niland
Spectator Reporter

SFU. The SU defense double-teamed
SFU center Nancy Innes every time she
approached the key. Because of strong
inside defense the Clan's inside offense
was frustrated all evening.

Pam Clark scored 20 points and
grabbed 13 rebounds and Lisa Crow
pumped in 19 points as the Seattle
University Lady Chieftains defeated
Simon-Fraser University 71-62 Moiulay
night in the first round of the NAIA
District I
playoffs.
• The win was the Lady Chieftains first
playoff victory since 1985 when they
defeated Whitworthin the first round.
SU's second win over SFU in three
days earned them a spot in the District I
finals against the University of Puget
Sound.
The best-of-three series begins tonight
with SU visiting the district's regular
season champs in Tacoma. Game two is
at Connolly Center on Friday night and
the third game, if necessary, will be at
UPS on Saturday. Starting time for all
games is 7:30 p.m. (see preview box for
more details).
Monday night's contest was very
similar to last Friday's game against

"Their wholegameplan relies on their

powergame inside," explainedSUCoach
Dave Cox, "They fouled early andithurt
them a lot."
Indeed, foul trouble proved to be the
difference in the game. The Lady Chieftains committed just three personal fouls
in the first half while SFU was whistled
11 times. SU took advantage of the
fouls, hitting 6 of 8 free throws in the
half.
SUled by as many as 12 points in the
first half but hot outside shooting by
SFU's Dclorcs Buljevic and Jana Jordan,
along with a stiff defense brought the
Clan within two at 26-24 at the half.
SFU fought hard early in the second
half and pulled ahead bu one several
times. But Jenny Fredericks came off
thebench to hit a couple of key jumpers
and Crow hit two from long range to
pull the Lady Chieftains ahead with 12

Lady Chieftain's Lisa Hill adds 20 points as Seattle University
beat Simon-Fraser 80-68 last Friday. This victory clinched a playoff
spot for SU.
minutes to play.
Fouls plagued the Clan again in the
second half as they committed six in the
first 10 minutes, while the Lady
Chieftains did not draw their first foul
until 10:48 to play.
With nine minutes to play and SU
ahead by six, the visitors' Sara Haave
fouled Clark during a battle for a
rebound. Haavc disagreed with the call
and was slapped with a technical foul.
Clark hit both ends of the one-and-one,
thenconverted the technical free throw.
The Lady Chiefs got another field goal
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GREAT SUMMER JOBS
IN NEW ENGLAND
Cape Codand the hlmuls of Nuntucktt and Martha's

I

Vineyard

'
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For immediate detailed information on the kinds of jobs being offered
housing availability, etc , send a LONG self-addressed STAMPED
envelope to:

'

I
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SUMMER JOBS PROGRAM
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Thousands of interesting and varied summer |obs are waitingto be
filled. The acute shortage of seasonal workers has driven pay scales
36% higher than wages for similar work elsewhere in the country
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Box 594, Room 23

Barnstablc, MA 02630
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on the resulting possession and the SU
lead was 11.
The Clan cameback though,as Innes
returned from a rest to score two straight
insidebuckets. Jordan was still hot from
the outside and SU's lead was shaved to
six points with six minutes to play.
Following an SFU time-out SU put
together the winning surge. The desperate Clan defense overcommitted to the
outside on two straight SU possessions
allowing Clark and Donna DeWald to
make strong drives down the lane,
pushing the leadback to 11.
The Clan went to an all-out press and
scored three straight baskets.
But the Lady Chieftains showed poise
down the stretch as Crow, LisaHill and
Yvcttc Smith hit key free throws to put
the game out ofreach.
The women'sroad to the playoffs was
not so certain though. Last week it
seemed as if they were on the brink of
disaster.
But the Lady Chieftains pulled
themselves together in time.
Victories in their final two games on
Feb. 20 and 21 earned the women the
home court advantage in the first round
of the playoffs.
With starting center Karin Bishop out
with a knee injury the Lady Chieftains
were still one win away from the
playoffs when they hosted Central
Washington on Feb. 17. A disorganized
and confused Seattle University team
took the court against CWU.
Errantpasses,blowndefensive assignments and poor shooting plagued the
(continued to page 16)
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Carter and Phelps learn
life through intramurals
By Tony Pope
SpectatorReporter
Connolly Center is alive with sounds
of squeaking shoes and dribbling basketballs. Winter quarter is the peak of the
intramural basketball season.
Itis that time of the year when many
Seattle University students, past and
present, get to show off their basketball
abilities.
When the student and alumni participants enter the gym, they are ready to
play. They don't need the headache of
running the league. That job is better
left to intramural recreation coordinator
Gary Boyle and the intramural supervisors.
Blame Phelps, head student supervisor, is an English major scheduled to
graduate inJune.
Phelps feels he has earned the admiration of his peers through working
with intramurals. "You get a lot of respect being a supervisor," he said. Phelps
is also a player on one of the intramural
teams.

Clarence Carter, a former student
supervisor, who still referees and participates in the program, is a social
science graduate taking classes at SU. "I
want to give something back" (to the
program), he said. "The SU intramural
department wasgood to me."
Both Phelps and Carter feel SU has
one of the top intramural programs in
the Northwest.

"For a small school the program
provides many physical outlets for the
students," saidCarter.
"I think that (since) intramurals is not
a pro or college situation, students
should have fun," Phelpsexplained. "We
try to provide that."
Phelps said the duties of a student
supervisor is sometimes underestimated.
"I don't think people realize how hard
this job is," said Phelps.
A typicalday for a student supervisor,
which is a work-study position, begins

after the regular duties of class. The
student supervisor's job involves
scheduling games, calling referees to
work, washing uniforms, setting up the
gym and insuring all players sign the
rosters.

"Working with intramurals taught me
to run a program," recalled Carter. "It
helpedme grow as a person."
The student supervisors are also
responsible for officiating games. "I
enjoy sports and every quarter I
can be
involved with a different one," said
Phelps.
"It's tough to referee your peer group
you learn to tune everything out,"
saidCarter. "Ireferee becauseIenjoy it,"
headded.
Carter said the intramural program isa
valuable service provided to the SU
students. "Iplayedbaseball here for two
years," he said. "But Igot more (fulfillment) out of participating in intramurals thanI
ever didplaying baseball."
Carter and Phelps also find SU
intramurals to be a good work experience." Intramurals gives people the
opportunity to work in a program of
extremes," Carter said. "You learn to
keep control."
"Intramurals teaches you to take care
of things," Phelps said. "We must make
sure things work right."
Carter said intramurals gives students
an outlet from their daily academic
routines. "Intramurals allows students to
relax physically as well as mentally," he
said.
Carter and Phelps stress the importance the roleiniramurals play in the
lives of the students.
"I'veseen people with limited physical
abilities grow from participating in the
program," Carter said.
Phelps has seen students come in as
freshman and watched their progress on
teams up until their graduation. "The
students really get together and work
hard," he said.

-

Intramurals
Scores
GreenDivision
Diks 78 Pink Eye 57
Brewers84 Celtics61
Red Division
Run &Shootvs Foad, win by forefeit
Poetry inMotion 96 Big Wally's 50
Shooting Victim 53 BuddhaHeads 46
Black Division
No games
Blue Division
Staff 11 74 Staff Infection 49
Dreamers 65 Menlos 55
Bricklayers 70 Chewmisers 42
X- Men 54 Ganggreen 52
Primctime 82 Bailers 72
■Standings
GreenDivision
Pink Eye 6-1
Celtics 5-3
Dunkin Hinds4-4
Brewers 4-4
Diks 3-5
Red Division
Big Wally's 8-0
Poetry in Motion 7-1
1

ShootInside 5-3
Shooting Victim5-3
BadGrads4-4
Buddha Heads 3-5
Run'n Shoot 3-5
Airballs 1-6
Foad0-8
Black Division
Local Motion 6-0
Lazy Bs5-0
It's Them4-2
Gators 4-2
Visitors 3-3
Dcrangcrs 2-3
GoatsHead Soup 2-4
Road Warriors 1-4
Mustangs'o-5
Blue Division
Prime Time 6-0
X-Men 5-1
Bailers 4-2
Staff 11 3-2-1
Ganggreen 3-3
Bricklayers 3-3
Drcaners 3-3
Chcwmiscrs 1-5
Mcncos0-5-1
Staff Infection 0-6
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SU adopts implementation
of drug education, screening
By Tony Pope
SpectatorReporter

In an attempt to respond to America's
growing concern over substance abuse,
Seattle University, along with many
other institutions,has implemented drug
education anddrugscreening programs.
As outlined in Seattle University"s
Philosophy Statement on Substance
Abuse With Regard to the Student
Athlete, "SU will assistin the education
of the student-athlete on the use and
effects ofalcohol and other drugs." The
policy includes SU's right and responsibility to confront any disruptive behavior of the athlete, including that
related to substanceabuse.
Athletes may randomly be asked to
submit a urine sample for testing
purposes. Anathlete's refusal to submit
to testing will be considered an admission of guilt.
The SU philosophy statement says,
"The University reserves the right to
dismiss any student-athlete from
participation in intercollegiate athletics
whose substance abuse behavior continues and/or who refuses assessment
and/or treatment."
Although the legality of testing student-athletes has been questioned, Juyla
Hampton, a Seattle rcprcscnuuive of the
American Civil Liberties Union, said
testing student-athletes for illegal substances isaroutineprocedure nationwide.
Only one legal challenge has been

made to this type of testing policy. Stanford swimmer Simonc Levant refused to
sign a consent form agreeing to random
drug testing and was barred from
competition last November. Levant then
filed a lawsuit and received a temporary
restraining order allowing her to
participate.
According to Thomas H.Murray,professor of ethics and public policy at the
Institute for the Medical Humanities in
Galvcston, Texas, the original goal of
substance testing was to detect theuse of
performance-enhancers.
Performance-enhancers are drugs such
as steroids used by some athletes to gain
an illegal advantage over their opponents.

But in recent months therehas been a
shift from testing for performanceenhancers to testing for pleasureenhancers,said Murray. Pleasure-enhancers aredrugs taken for recreational use.
Is it necessary to test student-athletes
for pleasuredrugs?
Murray notedin his editoral on Drug
Testing and Moral Responsibility,
"Done properly, screening athletes for
performance-enhancingdrugs is well justified. Screening for pleasure drugs is
just one more way of telling them
(student-athletes) that they are not and
cannotbe responsible individuals."
SU sports medicine specialists Shirley
Champoux disagrees. "Most sports
programs have problems," said Cham(continuedto page 16)

The 1987 O.A. experience stands for...

)

Opportunities
One on One
Outdoor
Ongoing

)

Observable

|

I
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'

Action

for

Advising

Activities
Affirmation
Achievement

... andmuchmore!

Applications for the O.A. Team are available through the
Office for Student Leadership
I
(Room 206, Student UnionBuilding)
I
I

ORIENTATION ADVISOR
"It's more than just a job"

I

Application deadline is Friday, March 6, 1987,
4:30 p.m.

■

A division of Student Life

Seattle University is an equal opportunity employer
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Three sports may get
$35,000 in student aid
(continued from page 1)
as effectively as he could. Thus (he) was
not allowed to be as effective ol a
manager ashe may havebeen able lo !>c.
Idon't think his performance is very
adequate. I
don't think he got along with
Dr. Stringer or the LA administration,"
Knowles said. "I wish we would have
hadsomebody earlier."
Another significant recommendation
tells of an allocation of $35,000 in
need-based financial aid to studentathletes in soccer, sailing and tennis in
1987-88. Fifty percentof $35,000 would
go to soccer; 35 percent to tennis and 15
percent to sailing
Cindy Breed, SU women's soccer
coach, felt the availablity of financial
aid will help to improve recruiting. "If I
can give people some money Iam going
could notget before,"
to get people thatI
she said.
However, Janet Adkisson, SU tennis
coordinator and women's coach, said the
recommendation would likely not help to
recruit quality tennis players. She sensed
good, prospective netters would not
qualify for the need-based financial aid
because the parents can pay for the
education.
But Adkisson would like to see the
fourth recommendation fulfilled because
it appoints another task force to study

"unTvERSTTY SFUK'l'M

Expenditures for Intercollegiate Athletics and Intramurals
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300,000
275,000
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Duplex for rent. Good sized one
bedroom, studyA"V room, wall to wall
carpeting, freshly painted, 2 blocks
from campus, $ 270. 283-9390, 7768794.

Excellent income for part time
home assembly work. For info, call
312-741-8400 ext. 723.
Financial sales trainee. Prestigious New York firm looking for local
representatives. Interested income in
excess of $ 35000 per year. Four years
development program, full benefit,
bonus and commission. Please send
resume to:
Michale J. Hennessey
600 108th Ave. N.E.
Suite 805
Bellevue,Wa., 98004-5 110.
POLITICAL WORK: WA Fair
Share is working for affordable health
care anda Federal Budget that focuses
on human needs not corporate greed.
W.F.S. is seeking articulate people
with political experience to work on
our grassroots outreach and fundraising
staff. Training, Traveland AdvancSment
opportunities in national network. HRS
1:30 10 p.m., M-F, $ll-14,000/yr.,
E.O.E. Cail 329-9764
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GOVERNMENT JOBS
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$59,230/yr. Now

$16,040

-

hiring. Call

I805-687-6000. Ext.R-6111for current
federal list.
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$272,683

»401.008

$251,987

$234,056

$263,935

$265,899

$309,618

$242,274

$251,957

$10,764

$12,149

$28,874

$68,762

$78,080

$86,909

$91,808

$146,060

$141,223

Notes;

(1)

(ba.k.tblll
Int«rcoll«|UU «»p.ndltur«« for rY 79 and PY 80 ar« net exp«ndltur.»
gate receipts applied against gross expenditures).

(2)

Intramural

expenditure for PY 81 Is estimated.

Stringer said additional sports might
boost SU's enrollment. "We do not
seem to have the number of sports per
student that our competition has in the
other independent schools in the Northwest," Stringer said.
Eligibility has become "a difficult
issue to manage," Stringer said.
Ineligibility most commonly occurs
when a student-athlete starts off a quarter
with 15 credits but drops a five credit
class.
Then he/she is ineligible to play on
the team because ofaNAIA rule stating
every athlete must take 12 credits per
quarter. Stringer said the player's ineligibilty can cause the disqualification of
an entire team. Therefore recommendation 10 was created to monitor the
student-athltete s eligibility
Stringer said Sullivan's decision to
appoint a task force to evaluate the
university sports follows a pattern done
previously.
"Father Sullivan said in 1980 that he
wanted to implement a new program
(intramurals) of the university sport for
SeattleU," Stringer said.
"After ilwas going he wanted 10 have

another groupcome in andevaluate how
well ii was doing •• what we said we
warned to do.This isa very logical step I
coming from that statement in 1980."
Knowlcs offers another reason why
Sullivan wanted a report on the
university sports status. He said: 'When
we change the system (from NCAA to
NAIA), it was written that there was
going to bo a review in five years. This
is the fifth year. It was clear (hat the
varsity program was going umiss before
now."
Stringer said he would expect better
alumni support because Sl' is making on
effort to be competitive in sports.
He fell some alums were disillusioned
because liic university was not coniinu- 1
ing winning traditions at alower level of
competition.
Knowlesbelieves ii takes several years
before alumni support would improve.
Asked whether SU should expect new
students to enroll at the university
because of efforts to improve the sports
program. Knowles seesit happening in
two or three years.
Currently, he is concerned with (be
stability of undergraduate enrollment.

Clark, Crow help SU to win

Needed asthmatics male or female
for marketed asthma drug research
project at Harbourview Medical Center,
Excellent compensation. Call 223-3275
or 223-3356 for moreinformation.

(continued from page 14)

Lady Chieftains as they suffered an

embarrassing 85-56loss.
The playoffpicture lookedbleak. With
Simon Fraser coming to town on Feb.
20 it looked even worse. Just a week
earlier, Nancy Innes, an All-District
center, had spearheaded an SFU attack
that downed theSU women.
Without Bishop's inside strength SU
had to face theClan again.
The SU women showed what they
were made of, using a collapsing zone
defense and
" an offense led by a
"possessed Pam Clark to cruise to an
80-68 triumph.
Clark, whomade only three field goals
and turned the ball over nine times

NEED WORD PROCESSING,
TYPING? Secretarial, office organization, resumes. Sense of humor,
some genius. (Five blocks from
campus) 325-3081
FRAGMENTS literary magazine is
accepting original poems, short stories,
photographs and sketches for spring
edition. Submit to English Dept. Those
interested in assisting the editor, contact
Dr.Maclean. Marian Hall.
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight
Attendants, Agents, Mechanics,
Customer Service. Salaries to $50K.
Entry level positions. Call
805-687-6000 Ext. A-6111 for current
listings,

against CWU, was a terror on the inside.

"

She scored 12 points and grabbed a dozen
rebounds in the first half.
Innes, who picked up four fouls in the
first half, sat on the bench most of the
secondhalf. Without her inside game the
Clan was not effective. HillandDeWald
had hot hands in the second half as the
womencoasted to a playoff spot.
The next night the Lady Chieftains
faced Whitworth in their final regular
season game. SU won 81-70 in an
impressive all-around effort.Clark ledall
scorers with 30 points, including 19 of
20 free-throws,and Fredericks hit 6 of 8
field goals on her way to 18 points.

beware ot drug abuse
Athletes
should
(continued
page 15)

Child i
University
Seattle
Development Center offers part and i
fulltime care for ages 2 1/2-7. Open
year round from 6:30-6, M-F.
Discounts for students, staff, and
alums. Meals provided. Call 626-5394. ft
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225,000

1

General Office Assistant. 16-20
hrs./wk. flexible. $ 3.55/hr. Job
description: minimum 40 WPM required; good voice and written
communication skills; able to handle
con- fidential matters and work with
deadlines; must be able to work
independently; some experience with
computers; responsible; must have
clerical experience; willing to work
fill-ins at switchboard,
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250,000

Classifieds
FREE Campus Pick-up &
Delivery WORD PROCESSING
-TYPING.Dissertations,Manuscripts,
Papers,Conrespondence,Resumes,
Personalized Form Letters. FAST
REASONABLE ACCURATE
BUSINESS PROSE 367-2434.

FY_82

FY 82
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375.000

.he possibilty of initiating "talent
wards."
Stringer explained the talent awardsare
based on an individual's particular and
special talent. For example, an athletic
talent award concerns the athletic ability
sf the person.
• Adkisson welcomes the talent award
because it would attract top players to
SU. "If Ihad six tuition scholarships
and that means three quarters each.That
is 18 quarter scholarships. You could
divideit up anyway you want to.
"If you have a good athlete you would
give him/her a full year (scholarship).
But if you have another athlete you
(might) want him/her on a spring
scholarship. So you would be able to
actually handle 10 or 12 people," Adkisson said. ,
Knowles is uncomfortable with the
talent award concept. He said SU does
not need it unless the university sports
teams cannot compete with other
colleges.
Stringer said the talent award could be
applied not just to athletics but to various departments at SU.
Recommendation six proposed a
four-year plan to include additional
sports. During 1987-88, co-educational
skiing willbeadded.

n 81

FY 80
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from
poux. "I don't feel that we (SU) have
most of the abuse problems that big
sports programs do. But Ido believe
random testing (for pleasure-enhancersas
well as performance-enhancers) will dctei
the substance abuse that effects the
athletes' performance."
Champoux said athletes need to be
educated about the dangers of substance
abuse. She said counseling will be
instrumental in alleviating the problems
of substance abuse, which include poor

academic pcriormance, drastic mooa

swings and physical/mental deterioration.
According to Champoux, studentathletes arc benefited by substance abuse
education and testing programs. "If it's
effecting their performance it's our job to
do something about it," Champoux said.
"We doit (education and testing) for their
benefit."
Champoux said there has been no
testing at SU; but there will be if the
need arises.

